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How to avoid
parking tickets

After nearly 40 years on campus, facility no
longer meets the needs of the University
It was a nice service for people,
he said. We used to work with a
lot of different people and local
landscaping companies through
plant rentals and plant sales. The
greenhouse used to supply certain varieties that most garden
centers didn't carry year-round.
The University decided to discontinue funding for the greenhouse and begin purchasing
from the local garden centers, in
an attempt to help save money.
The funds originally allocated to the greenhouse will
go to the grounds department
and the University will save
about $30,000 a year with the
elimination of a full-time horticulturist, said Dave Kielmeyer,
senior director of Market ing and
Communications.
The University will also save

By Dm Sexton
Reporter

eral suggestions at last
students can avoid
parking and traffic
troubles | P»ge 3

Hey, watch
out! I'm
walking here!
Columnist Marisha
Pietrowski thinks that
motorists are out of
control on campus, and
need to be more aware
of pedestrians

|Page4

The best thing
you can do is
move on

A daily independent student press serving
the campus and surrounding community

Campus greenhouse closes up shop for good

USG offered up sevnight's meeting on how

ESTABLISHED 1920

Students and faculty could
be sad to see the University
grounds greenhouse, near the
technology building on campus,
shut down.
Ever since the greenhouse
opened in the 1970s there has
been someone year-round to
help maintain the growing of all
annuals and perennials in the
flower beds and pots throughout
campus.
The greenhouse flowers and
plants were also used for rentals
or various events on campus, but
the University recently cut funding that helped make the greenhouse operations possible.
"We are no longer providing a
service that the campus community grew accustom to," said
University Horticulturist Frank
Schemenauer.

See GREEN | Page 2

After a rough start to
the semester,
columnist Ashley Fogle
is back, writing on the
importance of being
proactive and moving
on after going through
tough times | Page 4

stormy
with a

ALAN PIRACHA

A few flowers remain as

good chance of

An alternative
to cash and
spare change

Grounds Maintenance
employees clear out
the greenhouse. The

r\

Biology Department
greenhouse will stay
open

The Salvation Army's
bell ringers are now
eguipped to accept
credit card donations
| Pag.12

Hurricane Ike leaves
behind devastation
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By Courtney Flynn
Reporter

Preventing
ticket fraud

^

With limited tickets to
Obama's swearing-in
ceremony, legislation is
being created to keep
people from selling
illegal ones | Pag« 9
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Showdown on
the court
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American Marketing Association takes in
Texas family who lost everything

Highs blow, lows suck.
This is how Geography professor and co-faculty advisor Todd
Albert explains the pressure system in his weather and climatology class. Albert has been teaching weather and climatology for
11 years and has discovered students grab on to that phrase the
most when trying to understand
the pressure system in the atmo-

Falcon volleyball faces

By Kelly Metz
Reporter

See WEATHER | Page 2

the Buffalo Bulls for
the third time in a week
as they begin the MAC

I
lodd albert on the club's honu'iiiaile weather devices

Tournament | Pag* 7
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What would be your
preferred cause of

CHELSEA KAZMIERSKI
Sophomore, AYA, Math
"Peacefully in my sleep.
No pain and suffering"

I
I

Here we were measuring temperature

This is one of the two towers set up. The two

This instrument measures incoming

profiles in the soil using thermocouple

horizontal arms are set up at about 2 m and 5 m

and outgoing radiation (energy com-

strings that students designed and

height. At each height, we measure temperature.

ing down towards the ground and

built in the lab.

relative humidity and wind speed. We also measure

radiation emitted by the surface). The

death?

Ifcgtl

CITY
BRIEF

incoming solar radiaton, reflected solar radiation

small stick sticking up is to deter birds

and net radiation. The tupperware at the base

from landing on it and soiling it. In the

houses a battery and datalogger that records the

background, a cup anemometer can be

data every 10 minutes

seen, used to measure wind speeds

When Hurricane Ike hit coastal
communities off Galveston,
Texas, earlier this year, it not
only swept away small towns
and caused economic hardship. It left thousands homeless and displaced — including
the Badall-Press family of
Baytown, Texas.
The American Marketing
Association officially adopted
this family as of last month,
when they saw their biography
on The American Red Cross
Web site in association with a
Baytown area church.
Ashley Press and Ramsis
Badall are the parents of three
small children and have taken
in five of Press' other siblings,
creating a household of 10.
Having lost everything from
kitchen supplies to Hannah
Montana toys, the family has
been staying in a small FEMAsupplied apartment.
While the AMA usually tries
to limit their family adoption to
the Toledo region, senior Kelly
Huguenard, vice president of
community service and fundraising, said they wanted to
try something bigger because
families in need aren't limited
by state lines.
"This type of fundraiser
shows us how the hurricane

FLUTIST BLOWS CROWD AWAY AT MOORE CENTER
NOTES IN
THE AIR:

Barbara Allen, a three-year Bowling Green

Flutist. Claire

resident addressed the council with her concerns

Chase, per-

on drunken college students trampling through

formed a variety

her and her neighbors' yards.

of works to a

Allen said she has had to replace her mailbox

packed hall last

four times and would like a fence put up between

evening at the

the ditch and open space of land near her resi-

Moore Musical

dence on State Street

Arts Center.

Public Works Director Brian Craft said he

TODAY

Joining her

would examine the land to see rf it was feasible to

Partly Cloudy
High: 54, Low: 22

was also Jason

up a barrier. Craft will report back to the council

Greenberg

on Dec 1 with the decision on the barrier.

on Piano and

Also at last nights meeting. Mayor John

Nathan Davis

Ouinn addressed the upcoming holiday events.

performing elec-

Ouinn wanted to remind everyone the city's

TOMORROW
Cloudy/Wind
High: 36. Low: 30

k
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CLEARING OUT:

tronics. Together

community tree lighting ceremony will held

they performed

this Friday. Nov. 21. at 7 pm on Wooster Street

has affected people around
the country," Huguenard said.
"This family lost everythingand
we realized it's time to help on a
larger scale."
Baytown was the final landing place for this hurricane, officially declared the third deadliest in United States history by
the National Weather Service.
AccordingtotheCityofBaytown
Emergency Operations Center,
the hurricane's impact included destruction of residential
and commercial property,
shortages of gasoline and food,
widespread power outages and
large amounts of debris.
Since the adoption, AMA has
raised roughly S200 through
Coca-Cola fundraisers and has
a goal of $500 to collect before
finals week. The funds will go
to purchasing necessities and
gifts for the family that will be
shipped in time for Christmas.
"It's one thing to just send
a check with a value on it,"
Huguenard said. "We raise the
moneyand do all the shopping.
Gifts make this more personal."
Yesterday, the association
hosted a fundraiser sponsored
by Max & Erma's in Perrysburg.
The fundraiser alloted 20 percent of all sales from customers
who present the AMA adverSee IKE | Page 2

U.S. lives lost
in Iraq crest
over 4,000
(AP)—As of yesterday, at least
4,200 members of the U.S. military have died in the Iraq war
since it began in March 2003,
according to an Associated
Press count.
The figure includes eight
military civilians killed in
action. At least 3,392 military
personnel died as a result of
hostile action, according to the
military's numbers.

contemporary

The holiday parade will take place the following

music that swept

morning at 10 am.
BtNlOHMAN I THE BG NEWS

the crowd away

VISIT B6NEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS, UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE

See IRAQ I Page 2
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BLOTTER
While at the club meetings, geography
majors and other members present their
view points on many subjects.
From Page 1
"We want majors to have a forum to
express their views," Johnson-Webb said.
sphere.
One subject members in the club are
"It's memorable becauseit's short, funny
and can give a mind picture." Albert said. not shy to talk about field trips. These
"It's all about taking complicated things field trips will incorporate geography into
and simplifying them."
an everyday setting.
The phrase is also the slogan on the
lust last weekend Albert and 13 students involved in the geography departGeography Club's fundraising T-shirt.
Cameron Williams, president of the ment, some in the club, took a field trip to
(ieography Club, said the T-shirts are Kiser Lake State Park in Ohio.
While on the camping trip, students
a way to raise interest in the club and
fundraiser, but are not to be associat- made climatological instruments to meaed with the Geography department. In sure wind, temperature and humidity
order to receive the interest he's hoping profiles, incoming and outgoing radiafor, Williams wanted something to grab tion and soil temperature profiles. The
students also studied precipitation types,
students' attention.
"You can take it how you want, but it's cloud types, weather conditions and patcatchy and easy to remember," he said.
terns and climate change.
Since the weather quickly turned cold
Forty of the T-shirts have already been
sold and the club is expecting to sell and wet, it was a perfect opportunity for
many more, Albert said. They are being the students to experience the real situsold this week known as Geography ations geographers can expect, although
teeth chattering weather is not a necesAwareness Week.
Geography Awareness Week includes sity for hands-on geography field trips.
the "Global Change and the Reemergence
Williams said he's pushing for a field
of African Sleeping Sickness in Kenya" trip in an area where the sun usually
presentation on Wednesday, Nov. 19 at 4 shines and the city never sleeps: Las
p.m. in 117 Olscamp. The event is hosted Vegas, Nevada.
Las Vegas is where the annual
by the Geography Department. Michigan
State University professor )oe Messina Association of American Geographers
will be speaking at the event about glo- meeting will be held in early spring 2009.
Mostofthefundraisingfromthisyear
balization and how it has some down
will go towards signing club members
falls.
Topics like this are discussed in the up for the meeting.
"Our main thrust for fundraising
Geography Club weekly. Albert said the
Geography Club students like to discuss is the AAG meet ing," Albert said.
lohnson-Webb said the trip
current events that relate to geography
to get a real picture on how geography to Las Vegas is expensive and
relates to many aspects of the physical doesn't think all 21 members would
be able to make it, but she hopes the club
and cultural aspects of the world.
"We want to make sure we cover all dif- can raise enough money to send at least
ferent facets of geography," Geography one or two students.
She also said smaller field trips, like to
Club co-faculty advisor Karen lohnsonWebb said. These facets fall under cul- Serpent Mound in Adams County, Ohio,
tural and physical geography. Cultural have been discussed, but she doesn't
geography relates more to population think there will be any.
Part of the problem with funding field
and medical aspects. Physical geography
deals with weather, climate and the land. trips is the fact the club is still getting on

WEATHER

THURSDAY, NOV.
13
604 P.M.
Complaintant reported being
threatened by a student tn the Rec
Center after his phone was lost

FRIDAY NOV. 14
1.44 A.M.
Rhys Snuffer of Gahanna. Ohio, was
cited for underage under the influence.
2:30 P.M.
Complaintant reported his iPod stolen while he was in the Union.

SATURDAY, NOV.
15
3:06 A.M.
Timothy McDonough of College
Comet, Ohio, was cited for operating a motor vehicle while intoxicated
on South College Street

SUNDAY NOV. 16
12:53 A.M.
Joshua Winter of Lambertville,
Mich., was cited for underage consumption while at the intersection of
South College and Wooster streets.
1:25 A.M.
Caitlin Scott of Van Wert. Ohio, was
cited for underage under the influence after being found unconscious
on a bench on the south side of
McDonald West.
3:01 A.M.
David Lux of Berlin Heights. Ohio
was cited for possession of marijuana and drug paraphernalia and
Robert Chalmers of Sydney, Ohio,
was cited for underage consumption.

*

its feet. This is the second year for the
Geography Club at the University.
However, Williams feels it is kind of like
the first. All of the officers from last year
graduated, leaving room for a whole new
student body of officers.
There is also a new treasurer, Jennifer
Spader, who has not been trained up
to University standards, Williams said.
She does fulfill her duties as a treasurer,
but the University does not recognize it
because she couldn't complete the official training in August. The Geography
Club does not receive sufficient funds
because Spader is not recognized as our
treasurer, Williams said.
Even without money, the club tries to
educate fellow students about geography. They want students to know the
many opportunities the geography field
can offer, from working for the Center
of Disease Control to analyzing physical
data, Johnson-Webb said.
The club has also set goals focusing
on fundraising, education, philanthropy
and socializing, Albert said.
"We look into opportunities to educate
the community and fellow studentsabout
geography. We want to let them know it's
not just maps," Williams said.

3:31 A.M.
Lisa Chalupa of Bowling Green.
Ohio, was cited for operating a
motor vehicle while intoxicated on
South College Street.

From
money in small utility
costs, he said.
"It is sad to see the greenhouse go, but it's understandable," Schemenauer
said. "I think things will
still look okay, but there
won't be as much attention
paid to detail."
Students have mixed
feelings about the greenhouse closing. Some see it
as a good thing.
Although closing the
greenhouse will be a major
loss for the campus, many
people, including junior
Alex Cook, understand the
situation.
"I really don't know much
about the cost of running a
greenhouse, but it might
not be such a bad idea to
close it," Cook said.
It can be seen as a winwin situation, he said.
While the University saves
money on the cost of running a greenhouse, the
local business will benefit
from floral sales to the
University.
Plenty of local florists
could use the boost in
business, Cook said.
Graduate
student
Kristen Liebrecht has
mixed emotions about
losing the greenhouse
on campus.
"I don't know how much
the University plans to
save, but it was really cool
that the school used to
supply their own plants
and flowers," she said.
Liebrecht said perhaps
at some point in the future
the University will bring
back the greenhouse, realizing it was cheaper to supply plants in the first place.

7:34 A.M.
Complaintant reported a mailbox
was torn from its post on Williams
Street, causing $100 in damage.

10:22 A.M.
A vacant house on South Summit
Street was broken into overnight,
with four windows and two light fixtures being destroyed.

7:29 P.M.
Complaintant reported somebody
,tole his laptop from his room in
Harshman

MONDAY, NOV. 17
4:21 A.M.
Complaintant reported his ex-girlfnend arrived at his house extremely
intoxicated and began running
around the parking lot.

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual errors.
If you think an error has been made,
call The BG News at 419-372-6966.

Do you want
to see
blogs. archives,
polls and
more stories?

HADIMIZBAN

AP PHOTO

LIVES STILL AT STAKE: Residents look at the scene where bombs exploded in

check us out online:
bgnews i

Baghdad. Iraq, last Monday. A suicide bomber struck in a crowd that had gathered
where an explosion went off moments earlier, with both blasts killing at least 28 people
and wounding 68 others, officials said. By one count, it's been the deadliest three-day
period in weeks in Baghdad with 56 people killed in bombings.

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

IKE
From Page 1
tisement. While it will take a few weeks
to calculate the results of this fundraiser,
lluguenard anticipates their goal will be
reached ahead of schedule.
Donations are being accepted until
Wednesday, Dec. 17. Donations include

kitchen supplies, bathroom supplies (towels, shampoo, tooth brushes, hair bows),
bed sheets (twin size) and anything else
except clothes.
"The eight kids would love any toy," she
said. "But they are especially into Hannah
Montana. Wall-E, Cars, Spiderman ... and
they love pajamas."
R>r information on how to donate, contact Kelly Huguenard at kellyjh@bgsu.edu.

THE KIDS
Esmeralda, 11
Julian. 8
Evian, 7
Adrian, 6
Dago, J
Navine, 2
Ramsis, 2
Saphira, 1

Make us your FIRST CHOICE ana find your FIRST CHOICE!
PRIME RENTALS AVAILABLE NOW FOR

2009
SPACIOUS APARTMENTS • EXCELLENT LOCATIONS
• EXTRA AMENITIES •

Taking Applications Now!

"Home away from Home"
• OFFICE HOURS •
Monday - Friday 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM
Weekends By Appointment • Anytime By Appointment

FOR RENTAL INFORMATION
Call 419-354-3533 or visit www.villagegreen-bg.com
480 Lehman Avenue • Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

1

1

Great Selection of
Houses & Apartments
in Good Locations!
,

319 E. Wooster Street, Rowling Green, OH
Located Across From Taco Bell.
RENTAL OFFICE (4191 354-2260
Hours- Monday to Friday 8:30- to 5:30 • Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00
Hww.johnnewloverealestate.com

CAMPUS
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A DATE WITH PHI KAPPA TAU

AUCTION: Las! evening, the gentlemen of Phi Kappa Tau held their annual dale auction. All proceeds from the winners go to Hole-in-theWall Gang Camps.
INSET: Students Fred Andreano and Moe lahaye offer their charm and talents to two lucky bidders for a double date.

U student falls to death
off parking garage
By IDS Reports

U-Wire

A 20-year-old Indiana University
student died Saturday morning
after jumping from a parking
garage, police said.
The woman has been identified as Madeline Margaret
Krause, said Bloomington Police
Department Sgt. Jeff Canada.
The 1U directory lists Krause as
an ID student.
Police were dispatched at
about 1:10 a.m. and arrived to
find the woman on the sidewalk
on the southeast corner of the
garage at Seventh and Walnut
streets, said Bloomington Police
Department Lt. Daniel Carries,
reading from a police report.
Emergency medical services
arrived and transported her to
the Bloomington Hospital. The
woman was pronounced dead at
2:15 a.m.
Witnesses told officers Krause

had jumped from the top of the
parking garage, Games said.
Her purse was located on the
top floor of the garage building.
Cames said police are investigating the woman's death as a
suicide.
Students who feel depressed or
suicidalcanschedulcanappointment with lU's Counseling and
Psychological Services at the
Health Center. 600 N. Jordan
Ave., said CAPS Director Nancy
Stockton. CAPS also accepts
walk-in appointments Monday
through I-'riday from 8 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. After hours, Stockton
urged students to call their 24/7
hot line at 855-5711.
Stockton said students should
"look after each other" and
look for hints that their friends
or roommates are depressed. If
someone is sad, isolated or continues to turn down requests to
do certain activities, they might
be in need of help, Stockton said.

Come early and show your pass
USG offers tips on how to avoid confrontations with Parking & Traffic
By India Hunttr
Reporter

Understanding the rules of
parking and traffic on campus can be confusing for
students, faculty and staff,
so Undergraduate Student
Government tried to clear up
some of these questions with
a presentation at last night's
General Assembly meeting.
Brandon
Sallad, Chief
Administrator of USG, led discussion and answer questions
along with Stacie Hnriquez of
the public safety department.
Sallad gave tips on how to
better avoid getting a ticket for
a parking violation.
"I recommend coming to
campus a half-hour early and
please don't park on the grass,"
Sallad said. "Also remember
that the decal must be hanging
at all times."

He also encouraged not parking in spots at the end of the
row because those spaces could
have special rules for parking in
them.
"Parkingon the ends seems to
cause hassles," Sallad said.
Sallad also spoke about other
parking rules that tend to be
forgotten by people.
"You can't pull through or
back in an angled parking
space," Sallad said.
Additionally, Sallad warned
students to never park in a lot
that is designated for faculty
and staff only.
"If a sign says faculty and
staff, then never park there — 1
can't emphasize this enough,"
Sallad said.
Other tips to keep in mind
are that green signifies lots
for faculty and staff, red for
commuters and blue lots are
for students.

Minority Affairs Senator
Starmisha Page asked about
the time stamped on a ticket
from the pay lot behind the
Union.
"I know sometimes the time
stamped on the ticket can be
different from the actual time,"
Page said.
In this case, Senator P.). Wolfe
said time frame remains the
same even if the times differ. The first 15 minutes in the
Union pay lot are free and then
it costs $2 for each hour.
Even though the appeals process is more difficult for faculty than for students, Sallad
warned that faculty must keep
the rules of parking in mind
while at the University.
"Yes, faculty and staff can get
tickets too," Sallad said.
If a student believes they
received an unfair ticket, they
have 21 days to ap|)eal the ticket.
Aside from a parking rules

presentation, members of ust;

GET A LIFE
CALENDAR Of EVENTS
Some events uken from eventibgsuedu

10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Toy Drive for The Kinship
Navigator Program
Union
8-9p.m.
The Cowboy Astronomer
112 Physical Sciences Lab Bldg

8 am -1' pr'
Muslim Student
Association Prayer Room
204 Olscamp

Weight Watchers at Work
316 Union

9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Silent Solidarity

4 - 9 p.m
Transcendence Week:
Keynote Speaker #1
316 Union - Alumni Meeting Rm

208 Union • BGSU Family Room

5 - 6 p.m.

10 am -1 p.m.
Bake Sale
Union Table Space

FYSS Series: "You Can
Fight City Hall"
207 Union - My lander Mtg Rm

7:50 am.-2:30 p.m
Noel-Levrtz Meeting
$14 Union - Buckeye TeleSystem/
CPSRm
8 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Exhibit #5: Sculpture Club
130 and 131 Union - Gallery Space

!0 am - 3 p.m.
Baropory Shirt Sale
Union Table Space

7 - 8 p.m.
BGeX Student Forum
206 Union-Theater

FYSS Series: Finding Your
Fit In Service At BGSU
314 Union - Buckeye TeleSystem/
CPSRm
7-10 prr
Greek Leadership Team
Transition
Business Administration 1001

discussed the possibility of
passing a resolution to keep the

Springboard program here at
the University.
As of now, spring 2009 is
scheduled to be the last semes
tor for Springboard.
"1 believe Springboard is
a program worth retaining
which is why I wrote this reso
lution." said Internal Affair'.
Committee Chair Leo Almeida.
While USG members had differing viewpoints on the word
ing in the proposed resolution,
some said they thought it was
worth supporting.
"While we may have no control whether the program stays
or not, we can say that we think
that Springboard is crucial to
keep because of the mentorship aspect of the program,"
said Education Senator lessjca
Molina.
A motion was passed to delay
voting on the proposed resolution to keep Springboard at
the University until the next
meeting due to some confusion of wording the proposed
resolution.

We**8*"',

8 p.m.
Jazz Lab Band I
Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts
Center
8 10 pm
Pub Unplugged
101 Union • Black Swamp Pub

NOW LEASING FOR 2009lCareerFxtrava8anza!
LARGE 3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
COLUMBIA
COURTS

903 - 935 Thurstin

HOUSES

CLOSE TO CAMPUS
'09-'10 May/Aug.
Leases Now Available
Call 419-806-4429
www.froboserentals.com
for current listing
These houses won't
last long

Call TODAY!

• 3 bedroom/ 2 full baths
• Furnished
• Starting at «§" $760'
+ Utilities
■^7_f*rn,°n!h
• On-site laundry^
• Dishwasher/Garbage
Disposal
• Air conditioning &
Fireplaces available for
an additional cost
• Free Wireless Internet

ENTERPRISE
SQUARE &
HEINZ APTS
• 3 bedroom/ 2 full baths
• Furnished
•Starting at ^
'
+ utilities
1
On-site laundry'
■ Air Conditioning
i Fireplace, Microwave,
Dishwasher & Garbage
Disposal
' Plenty of parking
■ Free Internet Access

MERCER MANOR
323 & 331
S. Mercer Rd.
• 3 bedroom/ 2 fullbaths
• Starting at
rr$765_r
+ utilities
<£*"non„,S
• On-site laundryV%/-j"^
•Air Conditioning
• Fireplace, Microwave,
Dishwasher & Garbage
Disposal
• BGSU Shuttle stop
• Plenty of parking
•Free Wireless Internet

www. green briar re ntals.com
Saturday 9am

Ipm

445 E Wooster SI
Bowling Green, OH 43402
419-352-0717
www ureenbrurrentals.com

U'UMvhoivrtH^*JJ1

BGSU prepared m"

ir„K,vlUnvnljoh.

^^-

FORUM

"You can take it how you want, but it's catchy and easy to remember."
- Cameron Williams. President of the Geography Club, on the Geography Club Tshirt [see story, pg. 1].
Tuesday. November 18.2008 4

PEOPLE ON THE STREET What would be your preferred cause of death?
"In my sleep of natu-

"I want to be smashed

'In an avalanche

"I want to have a

ral causes."

by something big and

while snowboarding

heart attack while

get scraped off the

in Colorado."

having sex."

Have youi own fake on
loday's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for

sidewalk."
ASHLEY KINAMORE.
Junior.
Education

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

I*

ERIC WALTERS.
Freshman.
Film

KATIE CAMPBELL,
Sophomore.
Biology

TIMSTRAUSBAUGH.
Freshman.
Business

a question7 Give us your
feedback at bgnews.com.

Catastrophic events in one's life
teach acceptance of fate
ASHIEYFOGLE
iTANI FORUM
EDITOR

It's been a while since my last
column. Hut l swear I have a good
excuse. In fact. I have several.
l.ct's sec. where to begin?
Since my last column I've been
informed that my Aunt Goktte
was in the hospital with countless
medical problems. I've broken
up with my boyfriend because
he was stealing money from me.
And I found out that my sorority. Alpha Gamma Delta, is being
dissolved due to low membership. Before that I had sand fleas
that decided to take residence in
my bed and my mom was in the
hospital.
Needless to say, it's been a rough
semester.
In the last few days, I've had
to come to terms with a lot of
things. I was at the point that I

was skipping most of my classes, convincing myself on a daily
basis to get out of bed and eating
mostly Ben & Jerry's.
One tiling that helped me the
most was accepting my situation,
especially in regards to my break-

"I simply realized
that, while
[everything that
happened this
semester] sucked...
there's really nothing
I can do about it."
up. I needed to breakup with him,
end of story. As much as I loved
him, it was really only the image
of him that I loved. I couldn't trust
him anymore and when you can't
trust someone then you shouldn't

Pedestrians beware
reckless drivers on campus
MARISHA
PIETROWSKI
UlUMhbi

Ibis may sound a bit morbid,
but I have a feeling I know how
j'm going to die. I will he run
jiver by an inattentive or impalient driver on this campus.
- I cannot begin to count the
amount of times I have been
nearly killed by drivers who do
not seem to understand that
it is not the best idea to speed
through a crosswalk, especially when people are walking, or
preparing to walk.
Granted, many of the crosswalks on this campus have
faded paint, making them
difficult for drivers to see.
Additionally, there are plenty
of walkers who do not follow
the rules of the road, and will
jaywalk inattentively in front
of cars.
Regardless, it seems that
people are unable to slow
down and realize that this is a
campus in which many people
have to walk, and the people
who have cars should keep this
in mind when trying to whisk
by those of us not in the comfort of a warm vehicle.
I'm also not a fan of walking
to class and becoming a target
for honking horns and pro-

fanities directed towards me
as a result of a driver's inability
to follow the mies of the road.
One example I am referring
to specifically is the one-way
driveway from lots N and M
to the road near the line Arts
Center.
The key phrase in the previous sentence is "one-way";
you cannot enter northbound
on that road, as evidenced by
the large "do not enter" sign
that greets people on the road
near the fraternity houses and
the line Arts center. You can
only enter from the parking
lots, and I cannot begin to
estimate the amount of people
who do not realize this rule, or
ignore it.
When walking by that driveway, I always (heck for drivers
who are traveling the right way
down the road. I lowever, I tend
to forget to look for people who
ignore the "do not enter" sign,
and I'm very worried that 1, or
other pedestrians, will be seriously hurt by someone who
does not follow this rule.
I had a number of close calls
while walking past that driveway, in which I was nearly hit
by drivers who did not follow
the rules. But at least I can get
a special joy out of it when the
drivers then hurl those all too
familiar profanities and honks
at me.
See PIETROWSKI | Page 5

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story?
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor;

be in a relationship with them.
In terms of everything else that
has happened to me since the
start of the semester, I simply
realized that, while all that stuff
sucked and I wouldn't wish any
of it onto anyone, there's really
nothing I can do about it. I can't
make Aunt Goldie better. 1 can't
make my sorority's International
Headquarters reconsider their
decision. And 1 can't suddenly
make the world stop while I take
a moment to recover.
Hut I can focus on my schoolwork. I can pick up hours at work.
I can spend more time with my
friends and family. I can try new
things and go new places, and
figure out who I am. And I can
try to live my life, as difficult as it
may be.
I've realized what a career-oriented person I am and how my
ex was interfering with that. And
while I may not have a business
major, I've realized that there
MICHAEL WEIOMAN , IHEBGNEWS

See FOGLE | Page S
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rop 8 another separate but equal' institution

By Gregory Kaitalman
U-Wire

I
feel very wronged.
Proposition 8 has stripped
me and hundreds of thousands of Califomians of the
basic civil right to marry. The
passing of Prop 8 is a huge
setback for human rights in
America.
We should never stand for
"separate but equal" institutions because they never
work out to be equal in practice. Demeaning people for

"[The passing of Prop 8] shows us that
there is still more work to be done to
eliminate discrimination in this country and
that we must work tirelessly to do so."
wanting to be with the love
of their lives is outrageous in
this day and age.
It shows us that there is
still more work to be done
to eliminate discrimination
in this country and that we
must work tirelessly to do

so. I cannot state strongly
enough how saddened I am
by those citizens who voted
not with their hearts but with
their prejudices.
But now is the time when
we must be the moral leaders, and specifically targeting

the Church of lesus Christ of
i.atter-day Saints is not the
solution. I was saddened to
see how many signs at the
rallies on Nov. 15 targeted
the Mormon religion, bigamy and their revered leader
loseph Smith, )r.
Mormons did not create
homophobia, and they were
not the only people who voted
for Prop 8. In fact, people of
all religions and persuasions
voted for it, even some gay
See PROP 81 Page S

T.I. moves away from gangsterism and
on to 'Obama cool' and being positive
By Lewis Lehe
I IWne

If you haven't seen it, I urge
you not to miss the cultural
event of the season. The music
video for "Whatever You Like"
is available for viewing on a
Web site called YouTube.
The "Whatever You Like"
video is awesome for a number
of reasons. First and foremost,
T.I. buys a diamond necklace
by pouring out a briefcase
lull of S10U bills right in the
department store.
The girl in the video — who
I'll call ATI. Shawty — is not
unbelievably hot. Don't get me
wrong. If I saw her at a party, I'd
say, "That is a very good-lookinggirl." But I wouldn't wonder,
"What is that girl doing at this

party that 1 am at?" like I would
with Kihanna, as featured in
T.I.'s "Live Your Life" video. ATL
Shawty is very curvy, more so
than the typical eye candy you
see in a rap music video. Those
girls are chosen for male audiences to enjoy. ATL Shawty was
chosen for the ladies.
The "Whatever You Like"
video is the ultimate Cinderella
story. ATL Shawty starts out
working a lousy job. Though
she doesn't have an awful stepmother who makes her do
chores, she does have a lame
boyfriend who makes her
braid his dreads. There is even
a scene where T.I., a.k.a KING,
has her fitted for shoes.
But what good is a Cinderella
whose glass slipper only fits
bombshells? ATL Shawty is

"The 'Whatever You Like' video is the
ultimate Cinderella story. ATL Shawty starts
out working a lousy job. Though she doesn't
have an awful stepmother who makes her
do chores, she does have a lame boyfriend
who makes her braid his dreads."
desirable but not unattainable.
Most girls watching probably
have at least one girlfriend,
with whom they sympathize
and relate every day, who is as
hot as ATL Shawty. Every lime
the "Whatever You Like" video
plays on TV, millions of girls
are transported to right there
in the private jet, right there by
the pool, right there eating fine

fusion cuisine on an immaculate white tablecloth.
There is no sex in the
"Whatever You Like" video.
She might provoke, but ATI.
Shawty maintains a wholesome distance the whole time.
In the scene where T.I. and ATL
Shawty flirt by the swimming
See T.I. |
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Why? They have to wait for
me to cross the street while
they try to head northbound
in front of me. Excuse me, but
how am 1, or other pedestrians allowed to walk, at fault
when you disobey the rules?
I get a few laughs from situations such as these, but I
also develop a fair share of
frustration, because I think to
myself, "What if they hadn't
stopped? What if I hadn't seen
them?" I worry that someone
will get hurt. Having to deal
with drivers speeding through
crosswalks or not following
rules is nothing new, and I'm
sure everyone deals with similar circumstances on a regular
basis. However, there is a driving pattern that 1 feel is on
the increase, and I worry that
someone (such as myself) will
get hurt as a result.
When students get off of
the shuttles at certain stops
on campus (such as Harshman
or Kreischer/the Rec Center),
most of them are forced to
cross the street in front of the
bus to get to their destinations.
It is difficult to see the left
side of the road behind the

PROP 8
From Page 4

men and women.
Other religious organizations contributed monetarily
to the campaign to pass Prop
8 as well. While I am saddened by the lack of Mormon
resistance to Prop 8 — many
Mormons are truly wonderful people — it is wrong to
demean theirreligion because
of the actions of some.
As a Jewish man, I cannot
and will not condone hate
mongering of any religion. 1
know too well how my religion has been targeted for
over two millennia, how we
have been wrongly blamed
for a litany of crimes we never
committed. While Mormons
contributed significantly to
the campaign, it is counterproductive to single them out.
Doing so may only make them
feel even firmer about their
beliefs, and this is obviously

buses, and so many times I
have nearly been blindsided
by a driver who cannot wait
the few seconds for the bus to
load.
By the time 1 am in front of
the bus far enough to see if it is
safe for me to cross the street,
I am nearly in the line of traffic. Many times, I meet with a
speeding car that cannot wait.
I wish people would follow the
traditional rules when dealing
with a school bus — no passing.
It is very difficult to see the
line of traffic behind the bus
as a pedestrian, and I imagine
that drivers cannot see crossing pedestrians until they are
right next to the bus either. If
you cannot wait for the bus,
please pass slowly to allow for
those walking to realize that
you are trying to pass.
I would hate to see a student such as myself seriously
injured or killed as a result of
unfortunate driving and walking habits on campus. As a student observing such dangerous behaviors, I hope people
will be more conscious when
trying to get to classes.
— Respond to Marisha at
iheneu's&bgnews. com.
not our objective.
We must show them and
all peoples that we have
respect. An eye for an eye
makes everyone blind. We
must show the world our true
colors, our strengths and our
beautiful humanity. This is
what we must do. We must not
discriminate against those
who discriminate against us.
Though I am not a Christian,
I believe the right thing to
do now is to turn the other
cheek. To follow in the footsteps of Mahatma Ghandi,
Martin Luther King Jr., Cdsar
Chavez, Harvey Milk and others like them will ultimately
be our greatest achievement.
We are strong. We are right.
We will persevere. We will not
succumb to cowardice, prejudice or hatred. The rallies on
Nov. 15 were a beautiful representation of our determined
will to do the right thing. Let's
not taint this achievement
with scapegoating or religious
hatred.

FOGLE
From Page 4
are jobs that I could do with my
major that would give me the
opportunity to be in the big positions, granted I'd have to work
my way to the top. But at least
I've realized how badly I want to
climb the corporate ladder.
I discovered how much 1 want
to see the world. I've already been
to England and France, however
it was for such a short time that I
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am desperately craving an opportunity to go back. The opportunity came in the form of an internship in 11 ii ii loi i England. I am so
excited about this internship, and
I know if I was still dating my ex
I would have never have gotten
the nerve to apply.
And most importantly, I've
realized that I don't want to settle
down for a long time. I don't want
to get married for a while and I
really don't want kids until my late
thirties. There are so many things
to do before starting a family. My

As an aside, if you pretend
that the part of "Whatever You
Like" where T.l. says, "Need yo
From Page 4
body, want yo body," actually
pool, she is wearing a mod- says, "Need Joe Biden, want
est, white, one-piece swimsuit, Joe Biden," it's impossible to
one of the only one-pieces in hear it any other way forever
afterward.
all of rap video history.
Who knew a rapper could
Rather than using her for
sex, in the "WhateverYou Like" brag about having "the swagvideo T.I. sets himself up as a ger of a college kid?" Kanye
benevolent, deistic provider- bragged about being a college
figure. "You're too pretty to dropout. Who knew a rapper
be working here," he tells ATL could make a video where he
Shawty in the first scene, and gets his ass beat and walks
he literally means just that: away from the game? Who
T.l.'s interest seems to be in knew a rapper could diss
providing ATL Shawty with someone for being "piss-poor
what she deserves, more than morally?"
In today's economy, T.I. is so
getting anything out of her.
All this awesomeness relates cool because many Americans
to T.I. capitalizing on what I'll feel just like ATL Shawty:
call "Obama cool," which I pre- underemployed, getting less
dict will be a new trend in our than what their talent and
pop culture. Gangsterism and effort deserve and unsatisfied
doing horrible things to peo- with whom they've chosen
ple are lame now. It's all about in the past. Sick of violence
being triumphant, keeping a and tough-guy grandstanding.
positive attitude and exhibit- Americans want a man who
ing a spirit of refined profes- can assure them and provide
whatever they like.
sionalism.
Reserve, foresight, intelliConsider these lines from
T.l.'s other hit, "Live Your Life": gence, execution, generosity
"I'm the opposite of mod- — these are the characteristics
erate, immaculately polished that will define cool as long
with the spirit of hustler as Obama is popular. And
and the swagger of a college like ATL Shawty in the video,
kid. Allergic to the counter- Americans are not out to get
feit, impartial to the politics. screwed.
T.L is awaiting trial for feloArticulate..."
If you gave me these lines ny weapons charges. He could
and told me, "Guess whether lose his right to vote about
these rap lyrics are written in the same time Obama takes
the voice of the guy who did the oath of office. But T.l.'s
Dope Boyz, or in the voice of reformed persona might repreBarack Obama," I would defi- sent the change many pundits
nitely go with the latter. It's predicted an Obama election
almost eerie once you think would create in our culture.
At the end of the video, it
about it, and if I told you right
off that the lyrics were about turns out ATI. Shawty was just
Barack Obama, you'd find it daydreaming. It's up to Obama
impossible to believe it was whether our video ends any
differently.
actually about anything else.

ex felt that the thing that defined
you the most was your family, he
wanted to get married as soon as
I graduated and have children a
few years after that.
My life fell apart. Every facet
of my life that 1 counted on collapsed (except my family and
close friends). It sucked, but I
learned a lot from it. For the most
part I realized who I was and
how I had compromised her for
my ex. And one day I will find
someone that loves me for every
aspect of me.

T.I.

So the next time you experience a break up. instead of lying
in bed for weeks on end accompanied by Ben & Jerry while
watching "Sleepless in Seattle,"
get over it. That's one sentence in
one chapter of your life. Life happens, and the best thing to do is
to move on and live your life, and
remember, everything happens
for a reason.

— Respond to Ashley at
thenews&lygtiews.com

Marijuana should be lega
for medical purposes
ByErkKittlaion
UWre

DC Berkeley is famous (or infamous) for a few things. One would
be deeply depressed nerds bawling
r M.T their latest midterm - - a stereotype I see a great deal (in the mirror).
^lother may be the amazing scientific' research that goes on in the
laboratories all around campus, or
the infectious activist spirit, the large
homeless population, a fantastic
academic environment and last.
but certainly nut least, marijuana
Yes, everyone from Berkeley
has almost certainly come in
contact with Cal's favorite plant
somehow, most likely by walking
down Telegraph Avenue I never
really enjoy it when I'm out for a
stroll and the unmistakable smell
mauls my nostrils, but in the end
its just another one of those lovithlr
Berkeley quirks.
However, marijuana outside of
Berkeley and similarly- umm "mellow" I nun-, is a tricky subject.
Many people have a very negative association with the drug or
just don't want to get caught up
in the legalities involved. The federal government has a strong ban
on any cannabis product, classifying it as a Schedule 1 dnig. This
means that according to the ILS.
Drug Enforcement Agency, marijuana can do severe damage to
the human body, is highly addictive and does not liaveany medical
purposes.
Funnyhowsciencedisagreeswith
all three of those statements, as does
the state of California. Under state

law, marijuana is legally obtainable
for a documented medical condition thai may cause excessive pain,
nausea and other uncomfortable
effects. Right now many peopk' in
(alifomia with diseases like cancer,
multiple sclerosis and chronic back
pain need marijuana to be able to
function and are technically in violation of federal law because of it.
Yay federalism and its effectiveness!
Another unpleasant side effect
of the federal government's ban is
the lack of testing that can be done
with cannabis and its derivatives.
New research in other countries has
suggested lliat marijuana products
can be applied to shrink tumors
and even reduce neurological damage done by AIDS and Alzheimer's.
Drugs derived from cannabis are
in late clinical trials in Europe and
one drug is already on the market,
in Canada, according to an article
on slate.com.
The United States, however, is
making far less headway with mari jiiana research. Now we Americans
have to ask ourselves if an age-old
stigma is blocking serious research
into airing the diseases of potentially millions of people.
By now. some people may have
a hippie warning siren going off in
their head Conservative fathers
everywhere are putting my name
on a blacklist in case I ever try to
date their daughters, further reducing my chances with women. I
assure you I'm not advocating any
son of mass legalization of marijuana - that of course would have
the horrible consequence of. well,
nothing really.
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Stocks fall as
economy still
stumbles on

Former rivals to
work together

By Sara Lapro and Madlan Read
The Associated Press

PMIO MARTINEZ MONSIVAIS
FINDING GROUND:•

NEW YORK - Wall Street finished sharply lower yesterday as
Investors pored over more signs
of economic weakness, including a huge round of layoffs in the
financial sector.
After a turbulent week that sent
the Dow lones industrials down
nearly 340 points, investors found
little solace in the latest news.
Stocks zigzagged throughout the
session, finally giving way to a
stream of late-day selling that left
the Dow (ones industrials lower
by 223 points.
In a signal that banks are still
struggling in the wake of massive
losses tied to bad mortgage debt,
Citigroup Inc. is cutting another
53,000 jobs in the coming quarters. The company said that in
addition to job cuts, it plans to
lower expenses by about 20 percent and has reduced its assets by
more than 20 percent since the
first quarter of the year.
Investors were also nervously
waiting to see if the nation's troubled automakers would get a bailout. Senate Democrats, who plan
to introduce legislation yesterday,
want to use part of the $700 billion
Wall Street bailout to help prop
up Detroit's Big Three carmakers:
General Motors Corp., Ford Motor
Co. and Chrysler LLC. A vote was
expected as eariy as tomorrow.
Meanwhile, a better-thanexpected reading on industrial
production did little to boost
investor sentiment. The Federal
Reserve said yesterday that
industrial output rose 1.3 percent last month, after plunging in
September by the largest amount
in over 60 years. Fxonomists, on
average, had expected an increase
of 0.2 percent, according to a
survey by Thomson/IFR.
Still, the improvement wasn't
encouraging enough, said
Anthony Conroy, managing
director and head trader for BNY
ConvergEx Group, adding that
investors want a more concrete
sign that the economy could be
improving.

■'■•

lent elect Barack Obama and Sen John McCain. R-Anz. smile

during iheir meeting at Obama's transition office tn downtown Chicago, yesterday

Obama, McCain discuss U.S. future
By Beth Fouhy
The Associated Press

CHICAGO — President-elect
Barack Obama and former
Republican rival lohn McCain
pledged yesterday to work
together on ways to change
Washington's "bad habits,''
though aides to holh men said it
was unlikely Mt(lain would ~rrw
In an Obama Cabinet
The two men met in Obama's
transitionheadqtiartersinChtcago
for the first time since the Illinois
senator vanquished McCain in
the presidential election Nov. I
Obama said they wanted to talk
about "how we Can do some work
together to fix up the country,"
and he added that he would offer
his own thanks to Met itin "for the
outstanding service he's already
rendered."
Obama has said he is likely to
invite at least one Republican to
join his Cabinet, but McCain was
not expected to be a candidate,
The Alizonan is serving his fourth
term in the Senate.
Obama and Met lain sit together for a brief picture-taking session with reporters, along with
Rahm Kmanucl. Obama's incoming White I louse chief ol stall, anil
South Carolina Republican Sen.
Lindscy Graham, McCain's close
friend. Obama and McCain were
heard briefly discussing football.
and Obama cracked (hat "the

national press is (ame compared
to the Chicago press."
When asked if he planned to
help the Obama administration.
McCain replied, "Obviously."
After themeeung, the two issued
a joint statement Saying; "Al this
defining moment in history, we
believe that Americans of all parties want and need their leaders
to come together and change die
bad habits of Washington so that
we can solve the common and
urgent challenges of our time."
"It is in this spirit that we had
a productive conversation today
about the need to launch a new
era of reform where we take on
government waste and bitter
partisanship in Washington in
order to restore tnist in government, and bring back prosperity and opportunity for every
hardworking American family,'' it
said. "We hope to work together
in the days and months ahead
on critical challenges like solving
our financial crisis, creating a new
energy economy and protecting
our nation's security."
Obama and McCain clashed
bitterly during the fall campaign
over taxes, the Iraq War, and ways
to fix the ailing economy, filings
got ugly at times, with McCain
running ads comparing Obama
to celebrities Britney Spears and
Paris Milton and raising questions about his relationship with a
I flfiOs-era radical. William Ayers.

MARCO JOSE SANCHEZ I AP PHOTO
MEMORIES LOST: The devastation of Oakridge Mobile Home Park is seen after a wildfire swept through in Sylmar.
Caiif. yesterday.

WILDFIRES LEAVE HOMES IN RUIN
By Amy Taxin
The Associated Press

LOS ANGELES — Residents
of a once neatly kept mobile
home park returned yesterday to see for themselves
how a wildfire turned it
into a desolate landscape
of charred metal and blackened sticks.
One black van was used
to ferry residents of the
484 homes destroyed by
Saturday's inferno. White
vans were used for residents
of the roughly 120 homes
that were still standing.
Ed Hurdle, 82, was
among many retirees
who lived at the Oakridge
Mobile Home Park and
saw all their belongings go
up in flames.
"It's gone," Ed Hurdle said
with little emotion after tak-

ing the first park tour organized by fire officials. "The
car is gone. The house is
gone. It's twisted metal. It's
totally charred there. There's
no hope at all. Nothing.
Nothing. Nothing."
The tours came as calm
winds and clear skies
allowed firefighters to make
gains on two Southern
California wildfires that
devastated hundreds of
homes and forced thousands of residents to flee
during the weekend. Most
of the evacuation orders
were lifted by yesterday.
Since Thursday, three
major fires have burned
nearly 41,000 acres, or 64
square miles. Officials
warned of another bad air
day yesterday, and classes
were canceled at dozens
of schools near fire zones

in Orange County. Many
schools that were in session
canceled outdoor activities
due to acrid smoke.
In Los Angeles' Sylmar
neighborhood, vans carried
residents of the Oakridge
park past the rubble and
made brief stops so those
who still had homes could
collect medication or other
essential items before
returning to an evacuation center at Sylmar High
School.
Betty Glassman, 78, was
one of the lucky ones.
"My house was in great
shape. All it was was dirty,"
she said, smiling. "1 feel like
I'm in a dream. Pinch me."
Among the dozens of
people waiting at the school
to take the tour was Tommy
Reaves, 45, whose home
was destroyed.

Study: higher risk for breast cancer-if family history present
By Lauran Heergaard
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON
If breast cancer runs in the family, women
can be at high risk even if they
test free ol the disease's most
common gene mutations, sobering new research shows.
The genes BRCA1 andBRCA2
are linked with particularly
aggressive hereditary breast cancer, and an increased risk of ovarian cancer, too. When a breast
cancer patient is found to carry
one of those gene mutations, her
relatives tend to breathe a sigh of
relief if they test gene-free.
But those headline-grabbing
genes account for only about
15 percent of all breast cancer
cases. Even in families riddled
with breast cancer, a liltCA geneis the culprit only in roughlyone family of every five that
gets tested, said University of
Toronto cancer specialist Dr.
Steven Narad.
So clearly members of those
families remain at risk from
other yet-to-be-found genes,
but how much risk?
Narad tracked nearly 1,500
women from 365 breast cancer-prone families, who tested
negative for KRCAl and BRCA2
mutations.
After five years, those women
had a fourfold higher risk than
average women of developing
breast cancer, Narad reported yesterday al a meeting of

"This is contrary to what I think the
common perception is. Unless a mutation
is identified in the family, a negative test
result doesn't provide reassurance."
tics counselor

the American Association for
Cancer Research.
This is crucial information for
women considering gene testing, said Georgetown University
genetics counselor Beth Peshkin,

who wasn't part of the study.
This is contrary to what I
think the common perception
is," Peshkin said. "Unless a mutation is identified in the family, a
negative test result doesn't provide reassurance."
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Now Leasing for
Second Semester!

HI

Graduating?
What's Next?

Mid Am Manor
641 Third St.
702 Third St.
839 Fourth St.

Am

Charlestown Apts.

Graduates, get your nursing degree in
15 months through the Accelerated B.S.N.
Program for second-degree students
at Kent State University's College of
Nursing.

fagement

710 Scott Hamilton
730 Scott Hamilton

,

1.2,3 bedrooms
and up available!

Houses Available close to campus!
•Triannual admission
• Scholarship and tuition assistance
•Innovative program

Call to make an appointment totl.iy'
Mid Am Management
641 Third »4 BG
352-4380

• Class lecture, hybrid Web courses,
simulation lab and hands-on clinicals
For details, visit

HOUSES! HOUSES! HOUSES!

www.kent.edu/nursing/accelerated.

BEST SELECTION OF 2,3,4,5 AND 6 BEDROOM HOUSES
AVAILABLE FOR FALL 2009.
.Amenities included in many of our houses:
-

Furnished or unfurnished
Washer and Dryer
Garbage disposal, dishwasher
Large yards
1 and 2 car garages
Full basements
Most homes are NEW or REMODELED

-

Air conditioning
Gas log fireplaces
1-2 blocks from campus
May or August leases available
Microwaves
Walk in closets

IM ATI ON FORUMS
lov. 21, edf 3 and 19, Jan. 14 and 30
at Kent State's College of Nursing
Kent Campfis - Henderson Hall

KENTSTATE.

3-6 People allowed depending on location

UNIVERSITY

CALL FOR DETAILS (419) 352-0717

www.grccnbriarrentals.cdm

College of Nursing

GR«NBRIA«.
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SIDELINES

BG to face Buffalo in MAC
Tourney's first round
By Sun Shapiro
Reporter

For the third time this season
and the second time in five days
Id i .ind Buffalo will match upon
the volleyball court, this time in
the MAC tournament.
BG and the Bulls met this
past Friday in the final weekend
of the regular season with BG
pulling off the sweep when they
cleared the bench getting every
player in a match for the first
time this season.
In the match Friday BG was
led by sophomore Corey Domek
who recorded 14 kills and senior
Kendra Malm who had II.

HOCKEY
Solway earns Player
of the Week honors
Sophomore forward David
Solway of the BG hockey
team was named MAC
Offensive Player of the Week
yesterday by the league
office. Last week, he recorded
two goals against
Northern Michigan.

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog
Log on to The BG News
Sports Blog all week for
updates and info on all your
favorite Falcon teams. This
week, we'll have live blogs up
and running for football,
basketball, volleyball
and hockey.
www.bqnewssports.com

SCHEDULE
TODAY
Volleyball:
vs. Buffalo: 7 p.m.

OUR CALL
Today in
Sports History
1997-Dalas Mavericks
forward A.C. Green ties the
NBA record for most •
consecutive games played
with 906.
1990—The New York
Giants win and bring their
record to 10-0.
1984—The Winnepeg
Blue Bombers beat the
Hamilton Tiger-Cats for the
CFL Grey Cup. '
1970—Joe Frazier knocks
out Bob Foster in two rounds
for the heavyweight
boxing title.

The List
There are some guys tearing
it up right now in the NBA.
Today, we're listing five of
those guys:
1. Chris Paul: The guy is
flat out delivering this season.
Right now, he's averaging
three steals and 11 assists
per game.
2. Andris Biedrins:
The Golden State big man
leads the league in
rebounding with 14.9
per game.

CHRISTINA MCGINNIS
YOU AGAIN?: The Falcon volleyball learn will play Buffalo fw the second time in less than a week tomorrow

Football notes: East up for grabs
ByChriiVoloKhulc

The Falcon football team is fresh off
its second bye week of the season,
and is getting ready to face Buffalo
this Friday.
The team has some positive
momentum going into this next
game due to winning its last two
over Kent State and Ohio
East scenarios
A few things needed to happen
in order for the Falcons to have
a shot to win the Mid-American
Conference East Division, as there
was a four-way tie at the top.
First. Temple had to lose to Kent
last week. They did. Then, Buffalo
had to beat then-conference leader
Akron. Again, they did. Now, the
Bulls lead the division and will
play BG Friday night at Doyt Ferry
Stadium.
Friday's game has taken on a lot
of importance. If BG wins, they take
the lead in the East with one game
to go in the seasoa If Buffalo wins,
BG's all but eliminated.
"We're back in control of our
destiny," said head coach Gregg
Brandon.
The Falcons are currently in the
middleofafour-game stretch where
they have to win out to have a shot
at playing for a MAC championship.
Brandon said there's still more work
to be done
"We're halfway home," he said.
"The closer ydu get, the more the
sense of urgency and the buildup
[comes). The kids can feel it and
sense it We've still got a lot of work
to da"
The bye week
Because they had last week off,
the coaching staff got an extra week
to prepare for Buffalo While the
preparation has been continuous,
practices havent picked up much
in the way of intensity.
According to Brandon, less is
more.
"The last week was mostly to give
the players time to rest" he said. "We
had light practices and gave them a
couple days off. At this point in the
year I don't think more is better from
a rep stand point I think they need
to be mentally focused and hungry
to want to come to practice."
While the players had light practices, the coaches continued with

By Marcy Gordon
The Associated Press

5. LeBron James:
Already one of the game's
best players, James has been
adding to his resume this
season, averaging a leaguebest 29 points to go along
with eight rebounds and
seven assists.

the more the sense
of urgency and the
buildup [comes].
The kids can feel it
and sense it."
I iregg Brandon | Head coach
as we speak, and hopefully be
available," Brandon said. ""They're
practicing."
Other than that Brandon didn't
have much to say about the injury report Bottom line, he expects
everybody to be ready to go Friday
for the team's biggest game of the
season.

TheBufc

BRANDONHEISS

IWotNEWs

UNDER CENTER: BG quarterback Tyler Sheehan will be in charge of leading the team's offensive attack Friday against Buffalo

LEG WORK: Running back Chris Bullock will

THE MAN: UB running back James Starks

SALTY: Safety PJ. Mahone and the Falcon

see plenty of time in the backfield.

gained 241 total yards last week.

defense will try to contain Buffalo.

their regular work load of scouting
out the competition.
"The coaches spent a good
amount of time studying Buffalo
and implementing the game plan,"
Brandon said.

Injury report

For the first time in a long time,
BG's injured list is looking very thin.
For much of the season, the list
has been comprised of names like
Freddie Barnes, Anthony Turner

and Willie Geter. Against Buffalo,
there's a great chance fans will see
all three in uniform. Friday's game
could mark the healthiest the team's
been since week two of the season.
"Those guys are getting better

Right now, tilt' Bulls lead the MAC
East with a 4-2 record. The offense
has really carried the team this year,
led by the trio of quarterback Drew
Willy, running back lames Starks
and receiver Naaman Roosevelt All
three are ranked near the top of the
MAC in their respective statistical
categories.
The Falcons' goal this week is to
contain the Bulls, not necessarily
stop them completely:
"They're going to get their yards,"
Brandon said.
In last week's win ova Akron,
Starks racked up 241 total yards and
three touchdowns on 50 touches.
The gaudy numbers earned him
MAC East Offensive Player of the
Week. Willy threw for 252 yards and
a score, while also miming for a
touchdown in the 43-40 overtime
thriller.
Linebacker lohn I laneline knows
the defense will haw to stop Starks
in order to have a chance to win.
"He's a tremendous talent and a
great back," I laneline said. "He'll
lower his shoulder and mi i you owr.
We know we can't just mn up and
expect to arm tackle him. We'll have
to haw gang tacklers at the ball. If
we can neutralize him, try to take
him away a little bit, it's going to
strengthen our chances."
Friday's contest to determine
the fate of the MAC East will kick
off at 6 p.m.

SEC accuses Mavericks owner, Cuban, of insider trading to avoid losses

It's not a good idea to attack
the paint when playing
against the Magic. Howard
averages over four blocks
a game.
Portland forward has been a
dead-eye this season, shooting 55 percent from beyond
the arc.

"We're halfway home.
The closer you get,

Sports Editor

3. Dwight Howard:

4. Travis Outlaw: The

The Falcons enter the match
as the fifth seed in the tournament while they host the bottom seeded Bulls who have only
won one match in MAC this
season.
Coming into the match
BG senior Chelsey Meek is
only 41 digs away from the
MAC record for most digs in
a career, with a strong match
tomorrow and a deep run in
the MAC tournament, Meek is
likely to end her career as the
MAC all-time dig leader.
Central Michigan awaits the
winner this Friday at II a.m. as
the MAC tournament continues
at the Seagate Centre in Toledo.

WASHINGTON — Federal regulators yesterday charged Dallas
Mavericks owner Mark Cuban with
insider trading for allegedly using
confidential information on a stock
sale to avoid more than $750,000
in losses.
Cuban disputed the Securities
and Exchange Commission's
allegations and said he would
contest them.
In a civil lawsuit filed in federal
court in Dallas, the SEC alleged that
in lune 2004, Cuban was invited to
get in on the coming stock offering
by Mamma.com Inc. after he agreed
to keep the information private.
Cuban owned 63 percent of
Mammacom's stock at that time
and was the largest known shareholder in the search engine company, according to the SEC. The
agency said Cuban knew the shares
I

"It is fundamentally
unfair for someone
to use access to nonpublic information to
improperly gain an
edge on the market."
Scott Friestad I SEC
would be sold below the current
market price, and a few hours after
receiving tile information, he told
his broker to sell all 600,000 shares
before the public announcement of
the offering.
By selling when he did, Cuban
avoided losses exceeding $750,000,
MARKJ TERBIll

See CUBAN I
WHAT GIVES?: Allegedly. Cuban engaged in insider trading to avoid losing $750,000 on a stock.
I
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UNANIMOUS: North Carolna will remain No 1 in the AP poll with the help of its win over Penn to start the season last week

Tarheels unanimous No. 1 in new AP po
By Jim O Conn, II
The Associated Press

North Carolina started the season without injured starters Tyiet
I lunshroughaiulMarcusCiinyard
and stayed a unanimous No. l
In Ihc Associated Press' college
haskethall poll yesterday.
The Tar Heels (1-0) didn't
have Hansbrough (shin) or
Ginyard (fool surgery] in their
season-opening B(>-71 win over
Pennsylvania last weekend, but
strong play from freshmen big
men lyler /eller and Ed Davis
were enough to draw all 72 firstplace votes from the national
media panel.
No teams from the preseason
poll lost in the first week. That
left all 25 teams from the first
regular-season poll in the latest
rankings, with just a couple of
schools moving a place or two.
Connecticut, Louisville and
UCLA stayed second through
fourth. Michigan Stale, which
heat Idaho 100-62 in ils opener,
and Pittsburgh, which opened
with an 86-63 w in over 1 airleigh
Dickinson, switched places to
filth and sixth, respectively:
I'exas held seventh and Notre

AL G0L0IS

4PPH0I0

OUT FOR NOW: UNC forward Tyler
Hansborough has a shin injury.

MOVING UP: Michigan State went from
No. 6 to No 5 this week

Dame and Conzaga each moved
up one spot lo eight and ninth.
Duke dropped from No. 8 to 10.
The Blue 1 )evilsheat Presbyterian
and (ieorgia Southern by an average of 37 points before rallying to
squeak by Khocle Island 82-79 on
Sunday night.
Purdue again was No. 11, fol-

lowed by Oklahoma, Memphis
and Tennessee. Arizona State
and Marquette were tied for No.
15, with Miami, Florida, Southern
(California and Wake Forest completing the top 20. The last five
ranked teams were Davidson.
Georgetown, Villanova, Kansas
and Wisconsin.

All the teams started their
seasons last week except for
Louisville and Georgetown.
Louisville
opens
against
Morehead State on Saturday in
the first rou ndofthe Billy Minardi
Classic. Georgetown was to host
Jacksonville last night.
Hansbrough,
the reigning national player of the year,
missed the first game of his college career because of the leg
injury and the timetable for his
return has not been set. Coach
Roy Williams said last week the
team is being conservative with
his recovery. Ginyard, the Tar
Heels' best defender, is out until
December.
North Carolina hosts Kentucky
today and is at Cal-Sanla Barbara
on Friday, then will play in the
FA Sports Maui Invitational next
week in a field that also features
Texas and Notre Dame.
The season's first matchup of
top 10 teams could take place
Friday in the championship
game of the 2K Sports Classic
Benefiting Coaches vs. Cancer
in New York if Duke beats
Southern Illinois in one semifinal and UCLA defeats Michigan
in the other.

Tie game shows Bengals' season-long rash of inefficiency
By Jo. Kay

"It's how it's been all

The Associated Press

season. I don't
CINCINNATI—Thirty-eight seasons went by since the Cincinnati

know why it's

Bengals' last tie. showing it takes
something special to go through
an entire game without someone
coming out ahead.
Whatever it is, these Bengals

been this way."
■ ■ jushmji ^aden | Receiver

have It
A13-13dewhh the Philadelphia
I agles on Sunday was only the
second in franchise history. The
last time the Bengals (1-8-1)
played to a lie was 1969, when
they were a second-year expansion team still trying to find
their way. They went to I louston
and played to a 31-31 tie in the
Astrodome.
That was coach Paul Brown's
team, and it went on to lose its last
five games after the tie, finishing
■1-9-1. This one has a ways to go to
keep up with that low standard.

*lBf HUMAN

i*

20 OFF!

The Bengals did a few things
seldom seen in franchise history
while slogging to their secondever tie. They matched the club
record for punts, failed to get into
t he end zone after a fi rst-and -goal

$

m)^'^§.
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IT'S BEEN A WHILE: The Bengals' last tie
came in 1969

Months
Interest FREE
10oFFi

IVM

Radiator Flush :
| Includes FREE Inspection" ; |

inside the 1, and blew a chance to
win it at the end.
ShayncGraham was wide right
by a few inches on a 47-yard field
goal attempt in the closing seconds of overtime, clinching the
NFL's first tie in six years.
"It feels weird," receiver T.|.
I loushmandzadeh said.
Weird, it was. Predictable, too.
The Bengals have been slogging along with a young defense
that seems to be getting better
and an experienced offense that's
going nowhere. Ten of their 13
points were set up by Donovan
McNabb's fumble and the first of
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TWICE AS NICE: James has won Player of the Week twice m a row this month.
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his three interceptions.
They played five quarters, had
18 possessions, got the benefit
of four turnovers and managed
only 13 points.
"For whatever reason, we
had great field position and
we just couldn't get it done."
Houshmandzadeh said. "It's how
it's been all season. I don't know
why it's been this way. But had
the defense not played they way
they played, it would have been
ugly out there. Offensively, we
didn't help them out at all."
The signature moment on
Sunday: Frostee Rucker recovered McNabb's fumble and ran it
back within a foot of the goal line
late in the first quarter. Two running plays lost a yard, and Ryan
Fitzpatrick's third-down pass
slipped off the hands of Chris
Henry, who hasn't done much of
anything since he returned from
his suspension.
Graham's field goal was a huge
letdown, the first of many.
The passi ng game was reduced
to Fitzpatrick throwing to
Houshmandzadeh, who had 12
catches for 149 yards, including a
26-yard touchdown.

Week for second time
CLEVELAND
(AP)
— (8-2) to seven consecutive wins.
lames scored 41 points for the
Cleveland's All-Star forward
LeBron lames again has been third time this season against
named the NBAs Eastern Milwaukee last Tuesday and
Conference Player of the Week. became the first player since
lames averaged an NBA-high Michael lordan in 1991 lo reach
33.7 points, 8.0 assists and 6.0 the 40-point mark at least three
rebounds in three wins with times in the first eight games of
a season.
the Cavaliers last week.
Denver Nuggets guard
He has won the player of the
week award IS times in his Chauncey Bilhips was named
career, including twice this the Western Conference's
month for leading the Cavaliers player of the Week.

CUBAN
From Paqe 7

the SEC said in its lawsuit.
Cuban, 50 and a niultjbillionaire, is a tech entrepreneur who
sold his Broadcast.com to Yahoo
Inc. in 1999 at the height of the
dot-com boom, lie bought the
Mavericks in 2000 mid spent
heavily to improve the roster.
He is the Ix-st known figure
to be accused by the SEC of
illegal insider trading since its
case against Martha Stewart in
2002 for allegedly using advance
knowledge of negative news for
a company lo sell her shares
and avoid $45,673 in losses. The
homemaking diva paid about
$ 195,000 and agreed not to serve
as the director of a public company for five years under a 2006
settlement with the SEC.
Cuban's fury at referee calls on
the basketbail court is legendary, and his verbal outbursts at
referees, National . Basketball
Association officials and sports
reporters have raised his profile.
He has been fined more than $1
million by the league for a series of
episodes dating back to 2000 and
suspended from a few games.
"It is fundamentally unfair for
someone to use access to nonpublic information to improperly gain an edge on the market,''
Scott Friestad, the SEC's deputy
enforcement • director, said in a
statement. The agency alleged
that Cuban acted with "scienter,"
a legal term indicating knowledge
of wrongdoing.
The SEC is seeking a court judgment against Cuban finding that
he violated the antifraud provisions of the federal securities laws,
an injunction agaiast future violatioas, an unspecified civil penalty and restitution of the losses
Cuban allegedly avoided.
While the stock offering in
question occurred more than
four years ago, die SEC didn't
learn about the specifics of the
case until early 2007, according to
agency attorneys.
Cuban's lawyer said in a statement that the SEC's case "has no
merit and is a product of gross
abase of prosecutorial discretion.''
"Mr. Cuban intends to contest

MARK J TERRIll

WPH0I0

FIGHTING: Cuban plans lo contest the
SEC's allegations against him.

the allegations and to demonstrate that the (SEC's) claims are
infected by the misconduct of the
staff of its enforcement division,"
Ralph Rerrara wrote in a note
posted on Cuban's blog.
Cuban, in his own statement,
said, "I am disappointed that tlie
(SEC) chose to bring this case
based upon its enforcement
staff's win-at-any-cost ambitions.
The staff's process was resultoriented, facts be damned. The
government's claims are false and
they will be proven to be so."
Maureen Coyle, an NBA spokeswoman, said the league does not
comment on such matters.
Cuban is one of the richest
people in the world, according to Forties magazine, which
pegged his net worth at S2.3 billion as of March 2007. Besides die
Mavericks, he owns Landmark
Theaters, a large national chain
dedicated to independent films,
and the IIDNet cable television
channel
Cuban also runs a Web site
called Sharesleuth.com, which
bills itself as providing "independent Web-based reporting
aimed at exposing securities
fraud and corporate chicanery."
An announcement on the site
says there are plans for a companion, BailoutSleuth.com, to
track the government's $700
billion financial rescue plan.
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Scalping, demand high
for Inauguration tickets
gle day after the Nov. 4 election,
said she was working to "see
if there's any creative way we
would be able to obtain more
tickets for the Senate."
Feinstein also has been asking online auction and sales
sites not to allow inaugural ticket sales. EBay Inc. announced
last week that it would not allow
sales on its Web sites, which
include StubHub, but tickets
were bei ng advertised yesterday
on craigslist and elsewhere.
Feinstein emphasized that no
one has any tickets yet. They
won't be distributed to congressional offices until the end of
the week before the inauguration, and offices will require Inperson pickup with ID.
Feinstein said her office
will not give any out until
Jan. 19, the day before the
inauguration.

Republican senator backs Hillary
Clinton as Obama's secretary of state
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Senate's
second-ranking
Republican says it wouldn't be a
bad idea if President-elect Barack
Obama named Hillary Rodham
Clinton as secretary of state.
"It seems to me she's got the
experience. She's got the temperament for it. I think she would be
well received around the world,"
said Sen. Jon Kyi, R-Ariz. "So my
own initial reaction is it would be
a very good selection."
Both Clinton, Obama's fiercest
rival for the presidential nomination, and New Mexico Gov.
Bill Richardson, who also ran for
the White House this year, interviewed with Obama in Chicago
last week for the post, according
to Democratic officials.
In an interview aired
Sunday on CBS' "60 Minutes,"
Obama acknowledged meeting with Clinton last week but
refused to say whether she
was being considered for a
Cabinet position. He also said
the Republican party will be
represented in his Cabinet.
A team of lawyers with Obama's

"It seems to me she's got the experience.
She's got the temperament for it. I think
she would be well received around the
world. It would be a very good selection."
Jon Kyi | Senator

transition team was examining
former President Bill Clinton's
foundation and financial ties,
The New York Times reported in
a story posted on its Web site
Sunday night. A Democratic official told The Associated Press that
several candidates were being
vetted for the position.
Sen. Byron Dorgan,D-N.D.,said
he did not think Hillary Clinton, if
nominated, would have trouble
winning confirmation in the
Democratic-controlled Senate.
"She's worked across the aisle,
has good bipartisan relationships," Dorgan said. In the role
of chief U.S. diplomat, Clinton
"would have instant credibility
around the world," he added.
He said the U.S. has "a lot of

companies
political help
to survive

PREPPING FOR THE BIG DAY: In this Nov 12008 file pholo. workers continue to build the Presidential inauguration reviewing stand

Feinstein, who chairs the
loint Congressional Committee
on Inaugural Ceremonies,
introduced a bill she aims to
speed through the Senate this
week that would make it illegal
to sell or attempt to sell tickets
to the Ian. 20 ceremony.
A total of 240,000 tickets have
been printed, to be distributed
by lawmakers to the public free
of charge.
It also would be illegal to forge
tickets.
Hither crime would be a
misdemeanor punishable by
fines of up to $100,000 and a
year in prison.
"This legislation is aimed
at stopping thosp who seek to
profit by selling those tickets,"
Feinstein said.
Feinstein, whose office
received 8,000 requests in a sin-
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seek

in front of the White House in Washington

on the nation's capital."
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WASHINGTON (AP) — The
senator overseeing Presidentelect liarack Obama's swearing-in ceremony introduced
legislation yesterday to criminalize scalping tickets to the
historic event.
House offices swamped
with demand were being limited to just 198 tickets apiece
and most had stopped taking
requests. Senate offices were
expecting a larger allotment
— 300-400 each — but they,
too, had many more requests
than they could handle.
"This is going to be a
major civic event of our
time. Excitement is at an
all-time high," Sen. Dianne
Feinstein, D-Calif., said on
the Senate floor. "People are
desperate to become part of
it... We could have more than
1.5 million people descend
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relationships to repair and a lot
of work to do, so 1 think she'd be a
fine choice."
At a symposium organized by
the National Bank of Kuwait, former President Bill Clinton said,
"If he decided to ask her to do it
and they did it together, I think
she would be really great at being
secretary of state."
Richardson has extensive foreign policy experience. He was
President Bill Clinton's ambassador to the United Nations and
has conducted freelance diplomacy for the U.S. in Sudan. North
Korea and elsewhere.
Richardson and Clinton are
not the only candidates Obama
has talked to about the job,
Democrats said.

Check us out online at:
www.bgnews.com
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By David Eipo
The Associated Press

Congressional Democrats are
drafting legislation to approve
loans for the Big Three automakers as well as industry suppliers,
making use of some of the S700
billion that was part of a bailout intended for the financial
industry.
The White House and many
congressional
Republicans
are opposed. Some lawmakers
argue the automakers should
be allowed to go bankrupt.
The administration and others advance an alternative that
would allow the use of a different S25 billion, money already
approved to help the industry
update its factories to produce
cars that would be more environmentally friendly and attractive
to buyers.
"Democrats are choosing
a path that would only lead
to partisan gridlock," says
White House press secretary
Dana Perino.
For now. Republicans have the
upper hand. Democrats may be
able to push legislation through
the House, but the Senate is narrowly divided along party lines,
and overcoming a threatened filibuster by Republicans is a major
challenge.
Even if Democrats get
their bill to the White House,
President George W. Bush
could veto it, and there is virtually nochance that Congress
could override him.
The calculus will be different
on Ian. 20, when President-elect
Barack Obama takes office and
begins working with a Congress
that has more Democrats than
the current one.
But can the auto makers survive that long?
That's the point of attack for
the lobbyists, professional and
otherwise.
Congressional aides said yesterday that in private conversations, auto executives are warning of theliteral disappearance of
a storied industry, that carmakers going into bankruptcy would
not be able to emerge leaner like
airlines but would be forced liquidate, and large numbers of jobs
would lie lost.
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SUDOKO
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve
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CHARLES DHARARAK
MAKING CHANGE HAPPEN: John Podesta. co-chair of President-elect Obama's
transition team. left, stands with White House Chief of Staff Joshua Bolten at the White

Obama's transition leader former
aide to President Clinton
By Larry Margasak
The As:

ated Pr.

WASHINGTON — John Podesta,
a leader of President-elect liarack
Obama's transition team, was the
Clinton administration official
who worked to douse scandals,
ourmaiieuver Republicans and
keep Bill Clinton popular even
through impeachment. He's
now in charge of a 450-person
staff whose experts — includ-

ing Podesta himself — aren't
always in sync with those of his
new boss.
Podesta has proposed a different way to pin for universal
health care than Obama — even
though they both support a
huge expansion of coverage.
Both men say they also fax or a
transparent, open government
that protects civil rights and liberties, but have different ways to
get there.

'

MEETINGtSenate Majority Leader Harry
Reid of Nev, center, flanked by Sen-elect
Jeanne Shaheen. D-N.H. left, and Sen -elect
Kay Hagen. D NC. makes a statement with
newfy elected Democratic Senators

Being single and pregnant
is tough
AMERICA'S SANDWICH DELIVERY EXPERTS!

419-354-4673
www.bgpc.org
1-800-395-HELP

www.knowledge is empowering.com
Foundation
for

1%

1616 E. W00STER
419.352.7200

Rflli
DELIVER!
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Republicans fight to win back young Ohio voters
By Stephen Major*
The Associated Press

HOMEJ3DITION

Students raise
money for denied
reality show family
TOLEDO (Al'l — Sixth graders al
Dbledo Christian School wanted
1o do sonietliing when one family wasn't picked to get their home
repaired when ABC's "Extreme
Makeover: Home Edition" came
to town.
So the children collected coins,
asked businesses to help and
joined with another school to
raise enough mono)' to replace
the lamily's root and fix a broken

sewer line
"The kids in my class felt had
thai die winning family gets everything and everyhody else got absolutely nothing" said Kari Hunncll.
a teacher at loledo Christian.
They're also planning to rewire
the electrical system, remodel the
kitchen, and paint the house for
Hie Clark family, which has five
special-needs children.
• Susan and Hrian Clark adopted
four of their children and have
taken in Ix'twvenHt) and 100foster
children over the last 19 years. They
recently also brought a homeless
girl into their house.
"I always, always wanted to do
foster rare, even as a kid," said
Mrs. Clark.
■ Their house needs much work,
but the family couldn't afford the
repairs on her husband's teaching salary. She had worked as
a respiratory therapist but quit
to stay home with the children
who are ages 17 to 21 and have
challenges that include mental
retardation, bipolar disorder, and
fetal alcohol syndrome.
Mrs. Ckirk said she didn't want

"The stress of
hoping is a killer. It's
such an emotional
roller coaster."
Susan Clark | Reality show hopeful

to apply for the! V makeover show,
but a friend started a petition to
recommend the family and collected .r>.000 signatures.
She said wasn't hopeful until
the network sent a film crew to
her home in March. The stress of
hoping is a killer. It's such an emotional roller coaster," she said.
Instead, the show selected
another Toledo family that
adopted five children from a
Haitian orphanage and three
other children.
Dial's when the school children
decided to help the (Marks. So
did folks at Central Catholic I ligh
School, where Brian Clark teaches.
Together, the groups decided
what needed fixing.
"We prioritized the five most
immediate needs to the home,"
said Mike kaucher, Central
Catholic principal.
l-irst, they took care of a plugged
sewer line that left a foul smell

in the basement Then came the
leaky roof that caused some of the
ceilings to collapse.
Susan Chirk said they arc all
grateful for die help. "It's fabulous
to be getting this clone," she said.
"We had no other options."

COLUMBUS — In the post-mortem dissection of the Republican
election defeat, the most dirc indicator of the party's future prospects may be its woehil performance among young voters.
Democrat Barack Obania won
til percent of Ohio voters under
30, compared with Republican
)ohn McCain's 36 percent,
according to exit polls from the
Nov. 4 election.
TheCirand Old Party is increasingly becoming the bastion of
its middle name. And without
cultivating a younger generation of stalwarts to continue the
tradition, it will have difficulty
remaining grand.
" It is my belief that our party has
lost a generation of young voters,"
incoming Ohio (K)l' Chairman
Kevin DcWine told reporters after
die stinging election defeat.
Republicans have lost that
generation at a time when
young people arc forming the
political beliefs and associations
they will likely carry for the rest
of their lives.
The Republican fall from
power has Ohio State University
political science professor Paul
Beck looking back to a previous

era for guidance.
Republican Herbert Hoover's
presidency was discredited, particularly among young voters, as
the economy tanked in the late
1920s and early 1930s, Beck said.
The door was opened for Franklin
D. Roosevelt, a powerful political
persona who ushered in the New
Deal brand of Democratic politics that cemented a generation of
Democrats and led to decades of
dominance.
"Some of these candidates
leave an indelible impression
on young people and that whole
generation of young people
becomes a carrier of change,
really in realignment proportions," Beck said, referring also to
John F. Kennedy in die 1960s and
Ronald Reagan in the 1980s.
But. Beck added, "The
Democrats have a lot to do
before they seal the deal with die
young people (of todayl." That
will depend largely on whether
Obania can take the opportunities
— and challenges — presented to
him by GOP failures and become
a Roosevelt-type figure.
Because Democrats haven't
yet "sealed the deal," the GOP
has an opportunity to change its
approach to young voters. And
despite die conventional wisdom
that young people are more lib-

"Some of these candidates leave an
indelible impression on young people and
that whole generation of young people
becomes a carrier of change..."
Paul Beck | Political-science professor at Ohio State University

eral while older voters are more
conservative. Democrats haven't
always held a monopoly on the
young generation.
President Bush beat Democrat
Al Gore 49 percent to 4.r> percent
among young voters in Ohio in
2000, and die first President Bush
beat Bill Clinton by four points in
the demographic in 1992.
Reagan also did well among
young voters, setting a high
mark for Republicans with die
youth vote in 1984. But as some
GOP leaders of today continue
to talk about bringing the party
back to the ideals of Reagan, a
young generation of voters is left
with an icon they've only heard
about from their parents, read
about, or seen clips of on television. Reagan left office 20 years
ago; he died in 2004.
"Ronald Reagan was a great
man and he was a great president," said lonathon Snyder. the
chairman of the Ohio College

Republican Federation and
a junior at Columbus State
Community College. "But when
it comes down to it, that was
before most of us were aware of
anything going on, much less
voting at that point."
Snyder said the party needs
to present a less ideologically
rigid, more pragmatic image that
doesn't shun social issues such
as abortion, but doesn't let them
dominate the agenda, either.
Social conservatism doesn't
appeal to the majority of young
Americans.
He said young voters want to
talk about health care, jobs and
student loans, not just tax cuts.
"The pressing issues of this
election were really the economy and jobs," Snyder said. "As
Republicans we failed to articulate a message. Having solutions
on the issues of die day are what's
going to rule the day more than
anything"

Recorded jail conversation to be used as key evidence in arson case
CI.HVKI.AND (AP) - A felon
who recorded a jail conversation will be a key witness
against an Ohio man accused
of setting a house fire in
2005 that killed nine people,
including eight children at a
birthday sleepover.
The Plain Dealer reported
yesterday that federal prosecutors will build their case
against Antun Lewis with
testimony from arson investigators, federal agents and
Marion lackson, who gave
investigators detailed information about the fire.
Defense attorneys said
in court documents that
lackson, with police help,
recorded a conversation with
Lewis in December 2005 at
the Cuyahoga County Jail

to get Lewis to talk about
the fire.
Lewis, 24, was in jail on
unrelated drug charges. He
could face the death penalty
if convicted of arson in the
May 21, 2005, fire that killed
Mcdeia Carter, 33, along with
eight youngsters, including
four of her five children.
Defense attorneys said that
Lewis repeatedly has denied
setting the fire, including to
lackson at the jail. Lewis told
The Associated Press in a short
handwritten note from prison
last month that the victims
were like family and "I would
never do anything like that."
U.S. Attorney Bill Edwards
declined comment yesterday on the jail recording.
Authorities have not discussed

9

Marion
Jackson
Witness to a 2005
arson case resulting
in nine deaths

a motive for the fire.
lackson has been sentenced
to prison six times, serving
15 years in the past 31 years.
His first crimes were receiving stolen property and grand
theft. He then began a long
trip through Cuyahoga County
courtrooms, where convictions for aggravated robbery
and grand theft mounted.
In separate cases, he robbed
an 80-year-old woman of
her purse, stole a man's jewelry and wallet while wield-

ing a knife and drove off a
Columbus car dealer's lot with
a $15,000 Lincoln in 1989.
A state administrator wrote
in 1995 that lackson was "difficult to supervise." Records
show that parole officials said
he needed psychiatric counseling after he left prison. They
also wanted him to spend time
in a halfway house.
In June 1997. a parole officer wrote that lackson made
up tales that baffled staff during his stay at a halfway house
in Toledo.
"On several occasions,
IJacksonl implicated staff
in lies that he himself made
up," a prison official said in
the report. "None of the staff
confirmed any of llackson's]
fantasies."
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FALCON FACTS A candlelight march through BG
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— Look for a new question on BGSU trivia
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before Saturday each week
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Global stock markets struggle
By Pan Pylat

LONDON — Most world stock
markets fell yesterday after
Citigroup Inc. said it would cut
another 53.000 jobs around the
world to deal with the fallout
from the financial crisis. Asian
shares were steady earlier.
Investors also nervously await
to see whether the troubled U.S.
automakers would get a bailout. Senate Democrats want
to use part of the $700 billion
Wall Street bailout to help prop
up Detroit's Big Three carmakers: General Motors Corp., Ford
Motor Co. and Chrysler LLC.
The Dow Jones industrial
average closed down 223.73, or
2.63 percent, to 8,273.58.
In Europe, the FTSE100 index
of leading British shares closed
down 100.81 points, or 2.4 percent, lower at 4,132.16, while
Germany's DAX was down
152.97 points, or 3.3 percent, at
4,557.27. The CAC-40 index in
France was 109.44 points, or 3.3
percent, lower at 3,182.03.
The latest bout of jitters were
stoked bv the announcement

from Citigroup, which had
already cut around 23,000 jobs
this year. The banking giant,
which lost around $20 billion
last year, saw its share price 6.6
percent on the news.
Analysts said Citigroup's
job-cutting would likely be
followed by many more leading companies as they grapple
with the sharp global economic slowdown and that as a
result it remains very difficult
to call a bottom in stock markets. Japan became the latest country to enter an official
recession, government figures
showed yesterday.
"We continue to question any
confident assertion that stocks
have encapsulated the global
economic cycle-bottom ... at a
time of diminishing faith in traditionalpreventativemedicine,"
said Neil Mellor, an analyst at
Bank of New York Mellon.
The principal focus of attention for markets as the week
kicked off was the meeting
of the G-20 world leaders in
Washington. They provided a
symbolic show of unity between
rich and emerging nations but

few concrete reform measures
were announced.
Detailed plans for reform
of the IMF and other organizations will be discussed at a
follow-up meeting scheduled
for the spring in London and
pledges on cooperation over the
use of government spending or
tax cuts were loosely worded in
the summit's communique.
"The G-20 was a damp squib
as far as market reaction was
concerned, though there were
plenty of good intentions,"
said Neil Mackinnon, chief
economist at ECU Group.
In Latin America, Brazil's
benchmark Ibovespa index
eased 0.2 percent to close at
35,717.
Argentina's Merval index
lost 3.3 percent to 989, while
Chile's IPSA shed 0.8 percent
to 2,532. Markets in Colombia
and Mexico were closed for
national holidays.
Earlier, Asian markets closed
relatively fiat despite confirmation Japan slipped into
recession in the third quarter
of the year for the first time
since 2001.

Humanitarian crisis continues
in war-torn eastern Congo
By Todd Pitman
The Associated Press
KANYABAYONGA. Congo — On
one side of this mountaintop
ghost town, a line of black-booted rebels approaches on foot
with rockets and tin boxes of
ammunition, seizing new territory with each footstep despite
promises of a cease-fire.
On the other side, government soldiers in flip-flops balancing portable generators and
luggage on their heads have
begun to flee.
In between, the vast Central
African nation's deepening
humanitarian crisis is laid bare:
Thousandsofdesperatecivilians
who used to live in this eastern
Congo town huddle against coils
of concertina wire surrounding
a base for UN. peacekeepers,
waiting nervously for the rebels.
"We are hungry and thirsty,
but we don't want any aid. We
want security,'' said 30-year-old
Jeff Machozi, who built a makeshift tent three daysago with tree
branchesand bamboo he ripped
out of the earth. "We want this
war to stop."
Clashes between fighters loyal
to rebel leader Laurent Nkunda
and the army and its allied
spear-wielding militias exploded in August and has displaced
at least 250,000 people.
But those refugee figures
do not include remote towns
like Kanyabayonga, whose
entire population has fled, or
Kayna. another town just to the

THANKS

"We are hungry and
thirsty, but we don't
want any aid. We
want security."
Jefl Macnozi | Congo citizen
north, which was also virtually
deserted yesterday.
Kanyabayonga is about 80
miles (130 kilometers) north of
the regional capital, Goma.
Though Nkunda told U.N.
envoy Olusegun Obasanjo on
Sunday that he was committed to a cease-fire, his troops
have been carving out an even
greater territory in the remote
hills north of Goma.
Early yesterday, the rebels took
control of Rwindi, the headquarters of Virunga National Park,
alter a night spent trading artillery and mortar fire with army
forces. Rwindi is 10 miles (17 kilometers) south of Kanyabayonga.
U.N. peacekeepers at a base
in Rwindi that was between
the two sides said rounds flew
overhead for more than an
hour. Some exploded nearby, and one Indian soldier
in a trench was wounded in
the head by shrapnel, U.N.
commanders at the base said.
Two government vehicles
full of ammunition burned in
the night, though peacekeepers said it wasn't clear if soldiers
destroyed them by accident or to
keep rebels from taking them.

Management Inc.

11:00 AM-3:00 RM.
Start renting November 10, 2008
for the 2009/2010 school year.
If paperwork is completed
and lease is signed before
12721/08 each person's name
will be entered into a drawing for

FREE RENT
for the school year.

163 South Main'Rowling Green
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Handmade weapons
Black-eyed or lazy girt?
Gaping mouth
Durrell novel
Texas mission
"_tu" (Verdi aria)
Get . of yourself!
State's number-2 job
Crossed (out)
Conflict ended 11/11/18
Daughter of Cadmus
Valli of "The Third Man"
Avian talker
Bygone Union
Fat Hurt
Yeat's home
Like some twins
West or Murray
Conflict ended 2/28/91
Personal question?
Former Dodges
Tight spots

Sitter needed in home pre)
Tues-Thurs. 9-5 w/ lunch. Ret. req.
E-mail pret. sumolmy@yahoo.com
Sport Technician - Provide and
coordinate appropriate training and
competition opportunities in Special
Olympics 8 unified sports activities.
Experience preferred in the field of
MR/DD or a related area that
includes direct service/coaching of
athletes. Salary S9.00-S13.50 based
upon experience. Application packet
available 8 00 am - 4:00 pm at
Wood Lane School, Ent. B,
11160 E Gypsy Lane Rd BG, OH.
Position to end on or about
May 31, 2009. Application deadline:
12/12/07 @ 12:00 Noon. EOE.

www.meccabg.com
Visit our website lor
prices, photos. & specials!
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•
•
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•
•
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Deposit Special $400
Furnished
1 Half & Full Bath
Full Basement
Air Conditioned
Microwave
Washer/ Dryer
2 BGSU Shuttle Stop i
Plenty of Parking
Dishwasher
Garbage Disposal
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Greenbriar, Inc .
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Bowling Green
129 S. Main St.
Tel: 419.353.7200
Fax: 419.354.7206

For Rent

For Rent

Yoko Japanese Restaurant now
hiring servers & hostesses at fine
Japanese restaurant Flex. hrs. only
15 min. from BG Apply in person.
465 W Dussel Or. Maumee. OH
(419)893-2290

"Houses almost full 2009-2010.
Houses, apts over 3 legally on lease
146 S College S 321A E. Merry
see Cartyrentals.com
or call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm

Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S Smith Contracting LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office hours 10-2, M-F
www bgapartments com

2 BR apt 824 6th St BG.
close lo campus, avail. Jan '09.
Call 440-506-0641.
3 BR house at 317 N Enterprise,
avail. NOW!
1 S 2 BR apts at 800 3rd St,
Avail in Jan 2009.
Call 419-354-9740

For Rent

426 E Wooster. Lg 1 Bdrm,
avail. Fall 2009, S475/mo. utils incl
Call 419-352-5882

"1/1/09 -1 or 2 BR apts low as S299,
see Carlyrentals.com
Call419-353-0325 9am -9pm

832 Third St, 5 blks from campus
3 BR. 1 bath, fenced in back yard
Short term lease OK
S840/mo.+ util. Call 419-392-2812

School 09 TO
3 BR house avail 8/15/09.
close to campus, oft street parking,
washer/dryer. CA. shuttle bus avail
3 BR house, 6 month lease NOW
1 room efficiency avail May 16. '09,
off-slreet parking
1BR efficiency avail. August 15, '09.
off-street parking.
Call 419-601-3225
Shamrock Studios
Studio apts avail 4 Spring Semester.
semester & year long leases
Fully furnished, util & cable TV incl.
Call 419-354-0070 or visit
www.shamrockbg.com

% IVYWOOD t
# APTS.
l Bedrooms *
& Studios
»»
Near
BGSU,
private
J
f
patio/entrance, extra ^
storage, pets
*
*
welcome, shortterm leases avail. *
419-352-7691
I IK)

**

#***

CAMPBELL HILL
2 Bedroom
Townhouses

b

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Make up to $75 per on-line survey.
visit:
www.cashtospend.com

CD follower
Thrill trip
Patch up
Fancy tie
Column style
Valerie Harper sitcom
Spark producer
Twiddles thumbs
One woodwind
Gossipy Barrett
Pre-1917 monarch
Robin food
Mineable resources

ANSWERS

419.353.7200

Olingo French: Levels 1-4.
unopened, equiv. to Rosetta Stone
but cheaper! Call 567-204-3230
or e-mail efisher@bgsu edu

Earn extra $. students needed ASAP
Earn up to SI 50 a day being a
mystery shopper, no exp needed.
Call 1-800-722-4791

Diner stiffing
Makes a basket
Theatrical work
Hot-tempered
Resistance unit
Conflict ended 9/2/45
Line of seats
Bubbling hot
Eye shade?
Actress Lupino
Burgundy river
Antarctic cape
Sleeper, for one
Places at the table
Academic divisions

MEXICAN GRILL

For Sale

30 People Wanted to Lose Weight.
Up to 30 lbs/30 days, Cash Back
Rewards. 1 on 1 Private Coaching
Call 419-601-5179.

Cabbage dish
Brand of crackers
Welsh actor Novello
Bad guy
Bike seat
Green course
Extreme
Pudding starch
Egyptian fertility god
Election month
Conflict ended 2/2/1848
Sphere of action
Surviving wife
41
Wag of the tongue
42
Shortened bk.
44
18-wheeler
45
Algerian port
46
Conflict ended
47
4/30/75
48
29 Spielberg's first whop- 49
per
30 One-time link
32 Somersault
33 Old postal abbr.
34 Wistful words
35 Setback
37 Speedy departures
38 News agcy

TACO TUESDAY!
2 Tacos for $3

Housing Fair, November 20
from 10:30am-2:30pm
Lenhart Grand Ballroom

'BARTENDING! up to$30O/day. No
exp necessary Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174

43
44
46
48
50
51
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65

INSPIRED

APARTMENTS

BUFFET

419.353.2277

Campus Events

-
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ruled Sunday to reopen the stock exchange following a separate court order that temporarily suspended trading on Thursday

The Associated Press

JfT
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OUSTAVO FERRARI | APPHC"
LOOKING IT UP: Kuwaiti investors follow the evolution of share prices at the trading hall of the Kuwait Stock Exchange. A Kuwaiti courl
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Six Ways To A Passionate Soul
there It no better time thin now to fully emkrmce *nd lift M lift of pamon
I invite ymu W <h»»te yur first ketl Mltern*ttve G* ff it!
-Dr.SuwCsJy

3 Bedroom

Townhouses
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Deposit Special $500
Furnished
1 Half & 1 Full Bath
Full basement
Air conditioned
Washer/Dryer
2 BGSU Shuttle Stops
Microwave
Plenty of Parking
Dishwasher
Garbage Disposal

Be pert of the LIVE WBGU-PBS
taping. Free event, no ticket
required.
November 24, 2008
7p.m. - 8:30 p.m.
Kobacker Hall
Moore Musical Arts Center
Bowling Green State University
RSVP for preferred seating:
Email: klmberly#stevecady.com
Cell: 419-372-2700
Web: www.stevecady.com

:'.

WBGU-PBS Broadcast Premiere:
Monday, December 8, 8 p.m.
Sunday, December 14, 1:30 p.m.
P<B rWoWH) —f>»n lh« MmpK tmihi from ■tt«Mfc« fwwch unto—clnq how (wop* I\»VT

\ $900/month

(419)352-0717
www.greenbriarrentals.com
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Five digits prove to Bell ringers
make a difference for now accept
both paper
small-town residents
Community in La. gets its own ZIP code

MONEY-SAVING SPECTACLE: An environmentally friendly billboard, powered by 16 wind turbines and 64 solar panels, will be across
the avenue from the building where the ball drops in New York City on New Year's Eve.

Construction of a green'
billboard in Times
Square to save big bucks
NIAV YOIIK (AP) - This win
tcr. New year's Eve revelers will
have a close-up \ ieu nf I imes
Square's first environmentally
friendly billboard powered
entirely by wind and sun.
Bui the billboard might not
be quite as dazzling as some
of ils high-powered neighbors
along the Great While VVay.
Construction on the35,000pound sign advertising Ricoh
Americas (m p. is to begin this
month across the avenue from
the building where the ball

drops on New Year's live.
Powered by 16 wind turbines and 64 solar panels,
the sign is expected to save
SI2.000 to S 15.000 per month
in electricity cosl,s. Ricoh, an
office equipment and document storage supplier, estimates the sign will also keep
II) tons of carbon out of the
environment.
The billboard will be lit by
floodlights rather than lightemitting diodes. It won't have
a backup generator, so it could

go dark during a long period
with little wind or sun.

Bill Ricoh spokesman Ron
Polesky said the sign's turbines will probably be able
to keep the billboard lit
even after four days without
breezes or bright sun.
"The point is that there are
ways of being environmentally
friendly to the planet, even on
a billboard," Potesky said.
A lighting ceremony for the
126-foot wide, 47-foot tall sign
is scheduled for Dec. 4.

TWBODAUX. La. (AP) — It's
no 90210, but residents of a
small, rural community in
southern Louisiana are just
happy to have any five-digit
ZIP code.
For four decades, folks
in Larose have had to go
to neighboring towns' post
offices to retrieve their mail.
Beginning Saturday, the
7,000 or so who live in the
town can start using 70373
and should soon receive letters, packages and fliers in
their roadside mailboxes for

Greyhound adoption falling
along with the economy
CINCINNATI (AP) — Petadoption groups in Ohio and other
stales are pushing to find
homes for a growing number
of greyhounds retired from
dog racing.
The weak U.S. economy
isn'l helping as some owners
and prospective owners say
they can't afford lo lake care
of a dog.
Non-profit greyhound adoption groups that help find
homes for the retired racing
dogs also are seeing a decrease
in donations needed to finance
their services.
The president of The
Greyhound Project Inc., based
in Boston says that when a
track closes, some greyhounds
can move to other courses, but
others need homes. Michael
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the first time.
"This will make it easier.
You don't have to worry about
two addresses, it will be a
Larose address," said Christine
Hohensee, a resident for 43 years.
"I like it. It's time. The older people probably aren't going to care
for it, but times change."
Residents petitioned for years
to bring a rural route to the area,
bul the switch wasn't made
until a recent survey showed
widespread support, said Daisy
Comeaux, spokeswoman for the
U.S. Postal Service.

■ SAND V

and plastic

COLORADO SPRINGS, Colo.
(AP) — It's a true season of
change: The Salvation Army
is experimenting with a plastic alternative for folks who
don't have cash to throw in a
holiday red kettle.
This season, five bell-ringers
in El Paso County, Colo., will
be the first to accept debit and
credit cards along with spare
change and bills. Salvation
Army officials say the kettle
tradition needs to be tweaked
as consumers increasingly
carry only plastic.
Bell ringers are giving the
credit card-kettles mixed
reviews. But some shoppers
who saw the new kettles
liked them, saying they've
walked past kettles in the
past and wanted to donate
but had no cash.
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WAITING: Many greyhounds retired
from dog racing are in need a home.

McCann says adoption groups
are seeing more people reluctant to take on the expense of
a pel and some current owners
returning them due to home
foreclosures and lost jobs.
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